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IN T R 0 DU C T I 0
Large areas of Boston have been proposed for redevelopment under
the Rousing Act of 1949. Among then are some of the most densely
populated Preps in the city. Assuming that it is desirable to have lower
densities than now exist in those areas, the question is -- With re-
development, cn populetion densities be reduced?
It is the purpose of this thesis to attempt to answer this
question. In order to do that, the thesis will estpblish optimum
densities for areas considered overpopulated, and calculate excess
population end housing need. It will then investigate possibilities of
housing excess population outside the high-density areas.
The thesis is divided into two parts: (1) Boston's Population
Excess, and (2) Availability of Residential Lend. In the first section,
desirable dwelling types will be used as the primary determinent in
establishing optimum density and calculating housing need. In part two,
the feasibility of lend reclpmation and satellite town development will
be dincussed.
2Part I
B3OSTON'8 POPULATION IX CISS
3D E S I R A B L E D W E LL I N G T Y PE S
Urban redevelopment offers the opportunity to improve the structure
of our cities and the conditions under which people live. It is, there.
fore, important to consider carefully those factors that cen contribute
to the improvements desired. The types of dwellings used to build up
former slum areas will determine the immediate environment in which
people will live for many decades to come.
Building types should be considered not only from the point of view
of how many people they can house, but also from their ability to help
meet basic family needs. In this chapter, dwelling types will be
analyzed primarily with respect to their ability to meet bauic family
needs. Since most of the new development would be in central areas,
which justify a relvtively greater popul tion load, only dwelling types
capeble of housing large numbers of people will be considered. Essential-
ly, this comes down to a choice between elevator buildings and low walk-ups.
First of all, the needs of families with children will be con-
sidered. Residences with ground access are generally conceded to be
the preference of most families with growing children. Such preferences
are given weight by the recommendations of the American Public Health
Aspociation's Committee on the Hygiene of Housing. In Planning the
Neighborhood, the Committee "... supports the view that one- and two-
family houses, including their row and group forms, are the generally
preferable type for families with children. Although the modern types
of walk-up apartments, if they are not more than three stories high,
would seem to satisfy the requirements of families with children, even
closer proximity to the ground is desirable for families with small
children or aged persons."
Numerous other groups heve reflected the same point of view, in-
cluding the Boston City Council. Lest January the Council asked the
Boston Housing Authority to construct two-family garden-type apprtments.#
What lies behind such preferences? por one thing, in two- and
three-story buildinps children have eesy access to play areas in
proximity of the home. In many cases, the mother ean go about her house-
hold tasks and still keep nn eye on her children. The possibility of
having a small private garden is another factor thet pinys a role in
dwelling preferences.
These are considerations the-t lead to the choice of three-story
welk-us as the most desirable dwelling type for ftmilies with children,
under the circumstences given (i.e. in centrelly locpted areas.)
Different criterip must be considered in selecting dwelling types
for other segments of the population. Here the multiple-dwelling is
not only aptisfectory, but it mpy offer very d'istinct advantages.
Apertment living involves minimum maintenrnce responsibllity on the part
of tenants. For single persons, young married couples without children,
ane old couples this may have fpr greater appeFl thpn hfving a private
garden or direct access to oatdoor areas. Eigher density apartments
for these groups, utilised in combination with two- and three-story
dwellings can help accommodate a grrter number of people on a given area
of lend.
In establishing distinct residential buildings for distinct types
of families, it must be remembered that there is real danger of imposing
* American Public Nealth Associrtion, committee on the Hygiene of
Housing, Planning the Neighborhood, Chicago, Public Administration
Service, T949. P. 25.
# Boston Globe, January ?4, 1950.
5segregtion between family types. An artificial division that might tend
to decrease neighborhood identification and community participation on
the part of childless ftmilies could very well be created. Since one of
the goals of neighborhood development is the creation of just those
values, such a result would be undesirable.
It may be desirable, therefore, to provide for a mixture of family
types in all dwelling types: provide a certain provortion of fecilities
in apartment buildings for faiilies with children (possibly on the first
two floors), and build low dwellings with accommodations for young or
aged couples.
Building height relationships may also be used to achieve greater
harmony within neighborhoods. 13- or 20-story buildings, though they
migbt e-ente dremptic contrests with 3-story structures, tend to empha-
size the differences betweenthe units and the pople inhabiting them,
and should probably be avoided. 6- and 3-story units, on the other hand,
could easily be site-planned to create hermony between buildings. The
units thus provided would he qufficient in most prts of the city. Only
in areas strategically located in relation to the downtown district
would it be justifiable to resort to the use of 13-story ouildings.
These areas can be expected to Pccommodate a greater proportion of child-
less families.
OP T I M U M D E F S I T Y P A T T E R N
Within the political and geographic boundaries of Boston are
fifteen health and welfere are-s.* Those areas will be used as the
# Data used and obtained in this chapter are summari7ed in Tables 1 and 2.
* See map, p. 6.
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community
Back Bay
Brighton
CharJe stown
Dorch North
Dorch South
East Boston
Hyde Park
Jamaica Pl.
North End
Roslindale
Roxbury
Sou. Boston
South End
West End
W. Roxbury
TOTAL / AVE,
1940 popjprop popidecrease per cent change
20 J3 0 1'30-J40 140-***
I I 9 9 9
39,502
63,367
25,287
124,223
77,350
56,928
25,192
37,294
19,698
38,278
107,002
54,364
52,442
27,278
19,476
767,9811
(i(p.
39,502
63,367
19,900
124,223
77,350
48,450
25,192
37,294
6,890
38,278
107,002
41,000
37,100
16,050
19,476
702,894
13)
none
none
5,687
none
none
8,478
none
none
12,808
none
none
13,364
15,342
11,228
none
67,067
- 2.7
+-33 .9
- 7.6
4' 4.7
+-46.*1
- 2.5
+34*5
421.0
-12*2
+37*7
+ I 0.1
- 8.7
-17*5
-31.2
+86.0
-t 4*5|
+ 1.6
+12.4
-19.2
+ 1.7
+ 3.9
- 3.9
+ 2.8
+ 2.2
-29.2
- 1.8
- 0.9
- 5.2
-10.1
- 2.7
+15*9.
- 1.3
0
0
-22.2
0
0
-14.9
0
0
-65.2
0
0
-24*5
-29.3
-41.3
0
- 8.8
8DENSITY AND DWELLING TYPES Table.
community
existing
net res pers/
land-A. unit
pers/|unit/
acre acre
prop.
unit/
acre
__I 4I-I I
Back Bay
Brighton
Charle st own
Dorchester N
Dorchester S
East Boston
Hude Park
Jamaica Plain
North End
Roslindale
Roxbury
South Boston
South End
West End
'Nest Roxbury
TOTAL/AVERAGE
202.6
874.2
115*9
1206.6
1118.3
279.8
806.9
813.1
21.3
790.6
735.2
258.1
142.1
7307
699.7
2.7
3.4
4.3
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.1
3.9
4.3
4.2
3.9
4.0
4.0
3.6
3.9
196
73
221
103
69
203
31
46
924
43
146
211
369
379
28
74
21
25
16
47
8
215
11
38
53
92
102
7
74
21
40
25
16
40
8
11
75
11
38
40
65
65
7
exist. f prop.
dwelling
types-pred.
mixe d
3-st.
mixed
3-st.
3-ram. I 3-fam.
3-fam. 3-fam.
3-fam. 3-fam.
3-fam. 3-st.
2-f am. 2-f am.
3-fam.| 3-fam.
4-st.
2-fam.
3-fam.
3-fam.
3-st.
4-st.
1-fam.
3-6-13
story
2-fam.
3-fam.
3-st.
3-6-13
story
3-6-13
story
1-fam.
I _ _ _ 4 9 I _ _
8148.1 3.9
(2)(p.13)(1)
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9bpsic units for cplcullting optimum densities. 'Density determinants
will be dwelling types, as discussed in the preceding chapter, and the
not dwelling densities recommended by A.P.H.A.* Other factors, such as
zoning, chnracter end composition of population, end proximity to the
center of the city muqt Also be taken into considerntion.
On the basis of the desirpble density established for each com.
munity, the population reduction neceqsary to achieve that density will
be computed. Since there i- no excess of industriel, commercial, and
public la.nd in the high-d-nsity communitLs, the assumption ig mrde that
no land in such uses will be riven over to resid.ntial development.
Similrrly, it is assumed thrt no lsnd presently in resilential use will
be taken over for any other use. Ther.forp, to obt.in future community
population and. population reductions, optirum densities will be applied
to the existing amount of residential lrnd.
Briefly, the existing density pattern of Boston i as follows:*
There Is P high concentrrtion of populrtion rt the hoart of the city.
The North !nd, one of the oldest sections of Boston, has had excessive
densities for over a hundred years, and Pt the present time has a net
residential density of 924.3 persons per acre. This is the most densely
populated area in Boston. South and west of the North End are areas
having net densities of Fround 350; next follows ! ring of 200-250
persons per net acre densities. Trom there residential densities con-
tinue to decrease with distance from the center. Actually, most of the
low-density areEs et a distence from the center of Boston are outside
* A.P.R.A., op. cit., p. 39. See Teble 3.
# See Map ,p. To~
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the city limits. Within the city limits, only in the south is there a
sisable amount of low-density residential development.
It is interesting to note that the overall population density of
Boston is considerebly higher than that of cities of comparable po-
pulaetion."
For specific density celculations, communities are arranged accord-
ing to their existing residential densities into high-, medium-, and
low-density groups.
High-density Communities
The North End is the most densely populpted eres in Boston.
19,698 people are crowded onto twenty acres, Ft P density of 215 dwel-
ling units per net residentiel acre. One indication of the degree of
overcrowding in the area is thet 15.84 of the units heve more then 1.5
persons per room. This is considerably above the Boston average --
3.94 of units with more then 1.5 persons per room.#
In addition to population congestion, the Forth Ind is charac-
terized by a high proportion of sub-stendard housing due lerrgely to the
age of the dwellings. These, plus the characteristics of declining
numbers, and a population of foreign origin or of extreme heterogeneity,
are typical of most slums in large American cities.
The Boston Planning Board has proposed redevelopment for the whole
North 'nd. And though it is recognired thi t this would almost certpinly
* 16th U.S. Census, 1940: Boston-.-16,700 persons/sq.mi.; St. Louis--
13,300; Pittsburgh--13,000; Cleveland-12,0CO; Baltimore--10,900.
# Greater Boston Community Council, The People of Boston and its
Fifteen Realth and Welfrre Areas. Boston, 1944, Table III.
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A. P. H. A. R E C 0 M M E N D E D
N E T D W E L L I N G D E N S I T I E S ....... Table 3
units per acre of net re-
sidential land -standard:
dwelling type
- desirable
1-family detached
2-family detached
2-story row house
2-story multi-family
3-story multi-family
6-story multi-family
13-story multi-family
5
10
16
25
40
65
85
maximum
7
12
19
30
45
75
95
Source: American Public Health Association, Planning the
Ne ighborhood. Adapted from Table 4.
Sources for Tables 1 and 2:
(1) Greater Boston Community Council, The People of Boston
and its Fifteen Health and Welfage Areas, 1944,
Tables I and III*
(2) Boston City Planning Board. (See Appendix A for acreages
by residential types and non-residential uses.)
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destroy the present chareter of the community -- its traditions,
institutions, and frmily ties thet keep the people there despite over-
whelming deterioration* -- from the point of view of the planner, there
is no question but that total slum clearance in the North End is both
necessary and, desirable.
Since the North End is strategically located in relation to the
downtown Pres, it is likely that redevelopment would introduce distinct
changes in the composition of the population. Small family groups and
a high percentage of single persons can be expected to seek residential
facilities therein. For this reason, a development of 3-, 6-, and 13-
story apartments is recommended. A combination of these dwelling types
permits residentirl developmepnt at e density of 75 dwelling units per
net residentirl acre. To reduce the existing density (215) to the
recommended density (75) would entail a decrease of 12,900 persons in
the population of the North End.
Densities in the South End and West End are 92 and 102 units per
not acre, respectively. Both areas are centrally located. They contain
a high proportion of smll families and a large number of rooming and
boarding houses.
As in the North Ind, a. combination of the same three dwelling
types -- 3-, 6-, and 13-story buildings -- is recommended for the South
End and the West End. However, it is recommended thpt fewer 13-story
buildings be erected in these arees than in the North End, and that
densities o' 65 dwelling units per net acre be established.
The total population reduction required to achieve the desired
* WrIter Firey, Land Use in Central Boston. Cambri-ge, Harvrrd Universi.
ty Press, 1947. Chapter V.
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density in both communities is 26,570 persons.
A moderate excess of popultion exists in lest Boston, Chr.rlestown,
end South Boston. Existing densities in these communities very from 47
to 53 dwelling units per net residential Pere. Families are ikrge in
these areas, and the proportion of children to population is above
average. A net density of 40 dwelling units per acre, based on 3 story
dwellings, is proposed. Population decreese emounts to 27,500 persons.
Although the existing density of the Back Bry is 74 units per net
residential acre, this area is not in need of redevelopment or major
rehabilitetion. Residential buildings are in very good physical condi-
tion. The Prep is cheracterized by An extremely high proportion of
hotels, rooming and boarding houses, and small aprrtments.
No population reduction is required because the Back Bay has P very
small number of persons per household unit (2.7), r nd hrs the smallest
proportion of children per total community population in Boston (4.0).*
Mediun-density Communities
Brighton, Dorchester, North, And Roxbury meet A.P.M.A. desirable
density standfrds and no population decrease is needed. Their densities
are 21.5, 25, and 39 dwelling units per net residential acre, respectively.
Extensive redevelopment has been proposed in Roxbury. However,
the same number of persons now living in areas proposed for redevelop-
ment can be rehoused in project aress once redevelopment is complete.
* Greater Boston Community Council, op. cit., Teble III.
Low-densi ty Comm.unitijs
The following Irp low-den-ity communities: West Roxbury (7.2 uAts/
ocre); Hyde Pprk (7.6 units/Prre); Rorlind-le (11.4 units/ecre); Jem.icF
Plain (10.6 units/Fcre); Pnd Torchester South (16.1 units/ecre).
Eiihty per cent of the residenti-l buildings in est Roxbury ere of
the sin-le-fmily type. Two fp-nily dwellinqs p'redominrte in Hyde Park
Pnd Roslindrle, while three -tory structures predominete in J meice Plain
end 'rorchester South.
3um mn ry
The proposed chrnees in Bopton's density pattern cincern only high-
density communities -- Forth End, South 7nd, West End, East Boston,
Cherlestown end South oton.
The popuIrtion reductions recommended totl slightly over 67,000
persons. Although this i- equivrlent to nn C1most 30' reduction from
the existing poulption of these conrmuniti'-s, the chpnre is not so
drrstic es might seem. 7Fch of the communities showed negetire oople-
tion chpnpes between 1920 Fnd 1930 r-nd from 1930 to 19"0.* In some
ceses rpst onulrtion decrePses were no lpss thpn the prorosed decrepses.
Whpt the propospls herin o recomplish is en elersted decrease
to the pronosed stbiliretionr noint for erch ommunity.
* See Teble l.
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T 0 T A L N E D F 0 R 0 U S I N G
To bring all communities to their optimum densities, 17,250
dwelling units will be re 4uired to accommodate the 67,000 people dis-
placed through rearrangement of the density pattern.
The dwelling unit requirement wps computed ot the basis of net
residential acrenge alone. Existing lack of school grounds, recreation
space and other community facilities will now be taken into account.
The areas suffering most from lack of community facilities are
the high-density areas scheduled for redevelopment. The existing lack
will have to be overcome. This will necessitate further decreases in
the population of some districts, since community facilities can only
be provided at the expense of residenti4l land. These decreases will
have to be considered in establishing totrl housing need. They in no
way effect net residentipl densities.
Boston is well supplied with general community parks, but it suffers
from a deficiency of neighborhood recreation areas. In a study made by
the Boston Planning Board, this deficiency was established at 190 acres,
distributed throughout the city.*
Approximately 404 of the deficiency is in areas not in need of re.
development and where provision of facilities cen be made without di.9.
placement of residences. To provide the remainder, about 115 acres,
will mean displacement of 5,750 dwelling units, according to an average
net density of 50 units per residential acre.
No studies are available to guide a decision on additional re-
* City Plenning Board, Children's Playground in Boston. Boston,
'November 1948.
is
ductions required to mpke up for the present lack of community fecilities
other then outdoor recreation sppce. It is assumed thtt Pn acreage
equivalent to 20% of the acrerge needed for outdoor recreption will be
required to provide for the other fvcilities now lacking.* This means
the displacement of en rdditional 1,150 residentinl units.
The total need for housing, therefore, is approximtely 25,000
dwelling units.
Naturstly, housing need hpd to be computed on the basis of exist-
ing population. However, Boston's populption ha-s remained fpirly stable
since 1920, Pnd berring grept economic or social uphepvals cnn be
expected to rempin frirly stable in the future. Therefore, it seems
rersonibly correct to assum.e thpt the population excesses computed enn
validly be used rs . bpsis for further discussion.
* Percentage suggested by Mr. Peter Nash, Boston Planning Board.
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A V A I L A B I L I T Y 0 F R I S I D E Y T I A L
L A I D
The preceding chapters determined Boston's excess population.
Yow the availability of land sufficient to house 25,000 families must
be determined.
Investigation of the possibility of rehousing these families an
land available within Boston, immediately reveals that practically no
land suitable to extensive residential develpament exists.
In 1946, the Boston Plpnning Board surveyed the city for vacant
land in tracts of five or more acres. The purpose of the survey was to
locate land that could be used for the construction of veterans' housing
projects. Only land 7oned for residential uses was mPped.
The Planning Board's survey revealed that less thrn two thousand
acres of land were a.vcilable for residentiel conetraction in Boston. A
large portion of this land has since been built upon. Of that which
remains -- almost a thousand acres -- neerly two-thirds consists of lend
situated upon rock le6ge (most of this in the Stony Brook Reservption),
meking development an expensive propostion. The other third is unusable
mud or mersh land.*
There are some small trpcts of land available in the low-density
communities such as West Roxbury, Hyde Park, Roslindale Pnd Jaa~.ica
Plain. However, all these tracts are within distrirts zoned for one and
two family residences, and there is little likelihood that they could be
resoned to permit the erection of multiple dwellings.
Local opirion is usuily violently opposed to any chtnges. For
* See map, page 20.
exa-%mple, the Boston Housing Authority recently requested r change in
zoning to permit the erection of rniti-family dwellings on a tract near
the Arnold Arboretum. Although this is one of the only sizable tracts
of land remaining in Boston, and although it was to be used for veterans,
housing, the request was denied. Local oppostion, expressed at a
hearing of the Zoning Board of Appeals, won out. Zoning changes have
been thwarted on previous ocessions. In P few exceptional cases when
thie happened, the Housing Authority was forced to build more expensive
two-family developments.
Local opposition to Pmending the 7oning regulations could probably
be removed if the people could be convinced through a process of demo-
cratic education. But even then the problem wouldn't be solved. There
is so little land Pvailable that it is doubtful that enough housing can
be built to eccommodpte rny apprecirable number of the units required to
reduce densities in the centrrl. areas.
* * .
Since the rehoasing of excese population from hieh-density areas
cannot etily be eccomplished within the limits of eisting residential
land end zoning regulations, other solutions must be investigated.
* "K
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CITY LAND CREATED BY FILLING
ORIGINAL LAND
SOURCES -
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DORCHESTER BAT PLAN
At the present time the greatest land reclamation project within
the city of Boston is nearing its end. It was undertaken to bring the
old General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport up to dtandards required by
modern air transportation. This filling operation culminates a long
history of reclamation in Boston.#
The first reclamation project was completed in 1505 with the
filling of nine acres of flats. Further land filling took place to
increase the city's available building land: Old Mill Cove 70 acres;
Great Cove -- 112 acres; South Cove -- 156 acres; West Cove -- 80
acres. A tremendous filling operation began in 1557 with the reclama-
tion of the Back Bay. 40 years later, at its completion, another 570
acres had been added to the city. In all, "the filling of tidal marshes
and shallow waters has created more than five times as much land as the
753 acres of Bostonts original peninsula."** But, since the filling of
the Back Bay, no large tracts have been created for residential
purposes.
In the past, most land reclamation in Boston has been a slow,
expensive process. Fill had to be dug out away from the site, brought
to the point where it was to be used, and dumped. But with the develop.
ment of hydraulic dredging, cost and time involved in reclamation of
large areas has been greatly reduced. Just as hydraulic dredging has
* I am indebted to the following for technical information contained
in this chapter: Logan Airport Engineers, State Division of Water-
ways, and Boston Port Authority.
# See Map, p.23
00 Theodore T. McCrosky, Surging Cities. Boston: Greater Boston
Development Committee, 1947. P. 164.
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been used to advantage in creatine land for industrial, comercial,
maritime, and military uses, so might it be employed to create land
that could provide housing for Boston's excess population within the
city limits.
The Site
Sufficient land to accommodate 25,000 families is needed. To
satisfy this need at reasonable densities, 1,000 or more acres are re-
quired.
Only two areas meet the size requirement. The first is south.
east of Thompsons Island in Boston Harbor. The other is Dorchester
Bay. The former was dismissed from immediate consideration because
of its relative isoletion from the rest of the city.
Dorchester Bay represents a much more advantageous site. It is
contiguous to Dorchester and South Boston, and includes the now mostly
vacant Cow Pasture.* A street pattern can easily be tied in with the
surrounding major streets. Old Colony Parkway aprroaches the site, and
Columbia Road skirts it on the western and northern edges. Boston's
rapid transit ebuts the area in the west.
Slightly less than 20% of the site lies above mean low water,
consisting primarily of mud flats. The deepest part of the area lies
at 9 feet below mean low water. In conjunction with filling the site
by hydraulic methods the channel to the Neponset River can be greatly
improved. Plenty of fill will be available from this operation and
the deepening of other areas near the site, since fill can be pumped
* See Map p.26.
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from as far as two miles away, and excavation can be made to a depth
of 45 feet.
To test the practicality of filling Dorchester Bay in order to
create residential land for housing excess population, a plan for its
development will be outlined.
Site Reclamation and Costs*
Hydraulic filling is to be utilized in reclamation. It is the
fastest and cheppest way to prepare the site. A cover layer of ordinary
borrow is applied above the hydraulic fill. A seawall has to be
constructed along the shore of the new site. Total cost of site re-
clamation is approximately sixteen million dollars. Cost per acre of
filled surface is $14,00o; cost per square foot comes to about 32#.
The surface of the fill will readily support buildings of four
stories or less, with no special construction adaptations required.
Taller buildings would necessitate an extensive slab foundation and/or
support on piles. It is recommended that no buildings above three
stories be constructed on the site (except where it lies on non-filled
land.)
Financing of Land Reclamation
Land lying below mean low water belongs to the Commonwealth.#
* See Appendix B for technical details and cost breakdown.
# The Commonwealth claims ownership to land below mean low water.
However, in connection with the tidelands oil question, the Federal
government is now investigating whether it is not the legal owner
of such land. Since federal interest is primarily in oil, even if
the courts find that ownership belongs to the government, no problem
should arise in transfer of title to a local agency for residential
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Therefore, with the exception of that part of the Cow Pasture included
in the plan, all land will have to be acquired from the state. Since
reclaiming the site would serve a public purpose and since the state
receives no revenue from the site at the present time, the city is not
likely to encounter much difficulty in obtaining rights to the site free
of charge.
Federal assistence would not be avoilable for financing the
construction of the sea wall and of hydraulic filling operations.
Title I of the Housing Act of 1949 specifically refers to "land" when,
ever allocation of funds is specified. There is no reason to feel
that the law could be interpreted so broadly as to include underwater
improvements. Federal capital grants would be completely unavailable
in connection with this project -- Section 103(a) specifically provides
that "the Administrator shall not make any contract for capital grant
with respect to a project which consists of open land."
Section 110(c), however, in giving the definition of "project#
states "'project' may include (1) acquisition of ... (iv) open land
necessary for sound community growth which is to be developed for pre-
dominantly residentiel uses..." Thus, it would be possible to acquire
the land through loans authorised under Title I after it has been re-.
claimed through the use of funds obtained from a source other than the
federal government.
Long term loans (up to forty years) are available if the land is
to be held by the local public agency and leased out for residential
development. Short term loans (up to ten years) can be obtained
development of the land. Federal opposition would, likewise, not
be encountered in a change of bulkhead and pierhead lines.
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provided the land is sold after initial development and improvement.
Loans can also be obtained for the construction of streets,
install&tion of utilities, and construction of public buildings and
community facilities necessary to serve the new residential areas.
Write-down of land cost would not be possible under loan
financing. It would, however, not be necessary, since the cost of raw
land after filling -- 31.8 cents per square foot -- is fa.r below values
in existing residential districts having a similar relationship to the
central area of Boston and proposed for redevelopment by the Boston
Planning Board (min. $1.38/sq.ft. in South Boston and Roxbury; max.
$3.50/sN.ft. in South Bnd). Finencing charges may, of course, in-
creerse the total cost of reclamation, but the favorable relationship
in comparison to other land would hardly be affected.
There are two other methods available for financing initial land
reclamation. It could be financed by the Commonwealth which has fi-
nanced creation of large tracts of lpnd in South Boston, and in Bast
Boston f or Logan Airport, or through the establishment of an ad hoc
agency.
In order for the State to finance filling of Dorchester Bay, how-
ever, the General Court would have to pass special legislation. Such
action is considered unlikely. State financed projects undertaken in
the past were clearly to the benefit of the whole Commonwealth. The
development of Dorchester Bay cannot be construed to have state-wide
implications.
On the other hand, the legislature could authorize the formation
of a public corporation by the city or some other group with the express
purpose of undertaking the land reclamation project. Such a corporation
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could be modeled after other ad hoc agencies, similar to those that
have undertaken turnpike or toll bridge development. The corporation
might lost only long enough to sell or lease the land to public and
private developers.
The agency financing initial reclamation of Dorchester could well
realize a profit from sale or lease of lend end such profits could be
used to develop other lands. It would also be in a position to impose
restrictions upon the development of the land to insure proper resi-
dential development.
The Plan
Only a very generalized plan is developed here to show what
direction the development of the site might take.
Commanity Recreation
The total area of the site is 1268 acres. A 100 acre recreational
development is proposed for the extreme north-east section. In part
this is to compensate for the elimination of Carson Beach and a boat
anchorage. The new beach is to extend into Pleasure Bay. Existing
bathhouses, if worth moving, can be relocated to the new beaches. The
new boat anchorage can accommodate more boats than the old one, and
would, moreover, provide a sheltered basin. Commercial sight-seeing
boats could likewise dock here, end restaurants could serve the visiting
public.
The large perk to be developed east of the yacht basin could
provide active and passive recreation facilities not only for residents
of the new community, but also for people elsewhere in the city who do
not have direct access to seaside development.
Z .. - - -
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A park strip is projected along the see wall. This area would be
primarily for neighborhood recreation. Green strips connect the seaside
perk with neighborhoods and the community center.
Community Center
100 acres are allocated f or a community center; provisions should
be made for the following:
high school and major playfields
local governmental offices
police, fire, health departments
community shopping center
churches
commercial recreation
auto service
parking, etc.
Major through streets will account for approximately 48 acres.
Neighborhoods
An average neighborhood density of 24.5 femilies per acre would be
required to house all 25,000 families on the remaining 1,020 acres.
(The equivalent net density is 55 families per net residential acre.)
Such densities are difficult to achieve on this site. APHA neigh-
borhood densities applicable are 15.6 families per acre in 2-story
dwellings, 19.9 families per acre in 3-story dwellings, and 27.6
families per acre in 6-story dwellings.* While few mechanical difficul-
ties would be faced in erecting 6-story buildings on the Cow Pasture, to
do so in other parts of the Dorchester Bay community would be economically
0 A.P.H.A., op. cit. Table 14, p. 65.
unjustifiable. It is assumed, therefore, that no more than 2,000
families are to be housed in such dwellings.
The following femily distribution by dwelling types may be con-
sidered desirable:
Proposed dwelling Number of Neighborhood land Neighborhood
type families area per family* area, - Total
6-story apartment 2,000 1,580 sq. ft. 70 acres
3-story apartment 11,700 2,195 sq. ft. 580 acres
2-story apartment 5,850 2,795 sq. ft. 370 acres
Totals........... 19,500 families........... 1,020 acres
As the table shows only four-fifths of the excess families crn be housed
on the site at the above densities. Small adjustments in densities may
be made to take into account variations from the basic assumptions used
in Planning the Neighborhood, but the everage density (19.2 families per
neighborhood acre) would not be noticeably effected. In other words,
the problem of housing the remaining five thousand families has to be
solved in a different way or on a different site.
Site Development
The time needed to reclaim the land of the Dorchester Bay site
depends entirely upon the resources made available for this purpose.
With a large number of hydraulic dredges, the original fill could be
placed within a year, and a cover could be applied in a similar period
* Ibid., Table 13, p. 65.
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through intensive use of trucks and labor. Seawall construction could
procede while filling goes on in other areas. In the inland area
residential building could commence within the first year.
There is little reason, however, to rush the completion of filling
operations. The development of a community of twenty thouspnd families
could not keep pace with the primary work. Stage development would be
necessary. Construction could best commence with higher density re-
sidences on the Cow Pasture and in the area south of it. While building
resources are concentrated here, primary filling could be completed.
Once a road system is laid out, residential construction can follow
wherever schedules of the developing agency demand.
Conventional methods f road construction and utilities develop-
ment can be followed, although some utilities cn be laid before final
cover is applied. Sewering the community presents no problem -- a major
sewage pumping station is located nt the tip of the Cow Pasture. This
station, by the way, does not represent an obnoxious use as the sewage
is not emitted until it reaches Moon Island.
Private-Public
The need for housing for low-income families has been calculated
by the Boston Housing Authority to be 56,933 dwelling units.* The BRA
has made application for Tederal aid to construct 4,000 low-rent units
* Figure used in application to Public Housing Administration for funds
under Title III, Housing Act of 1949. Computed on the basis of
substandard housing units, doubling up in substandard units, and
temporary war and veterans' housing. This figure does not include
displaceep, who are the critical problem since they have to be re-
housed before redevelopment.
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within the next four years. As can be seen, this makes only a slight
dent in the need. However. Boston's share of federal funds available
for public housing is greater than the cost of 4,0oo units. The only
reason that application was not made for a greater number is that there
was no lpnd available to build more units!
The Dorchester Bay Plan would make land aveilable for more public
housing. The plan would also make it possible to practice equivalent
elimination of substandard dwellings and to insure desired density re-
ductions. If slum dwellings are not torn down in equal number to new
public housing, outside population pressure might force their continued
use.
Public housing, however, should definitely not have a monopoly on
the new land; Boston needs private housing Ps well. The location, and
the type of development proposed for the Dorchester Bay site could make
it highly desirable to middle- and up-per-rerntal housing. Families in-
eligible for public housing will be displaced by redevelopment projects,
master highway plan developments and other public projects. These could
well find a place on the new site. Such en upper income development
would also prevent the creation of a super-gipnt low-income ghetto.
The proportion of private to public housing can not be established
here. Thorough study of need and money svileble would have to precede
any conclusion on this subject.
Conclusion
Reclamption of the Bey is feasible, and potentially is a sound
investment. If Btn's populrtion densiti-s are to be reduced, it
forms the only method by which land en be made Fvrilcble in sufficient
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quantity to house a sisable proportion of the excess population within the
city limits.
N I W t 0 W N D I V I L 0 P M V T
the feEsibility of land reclemetion was investigated in the
preceding chapter on the premise that Boston's excess population should
be housed within the city limits. Possibly the desired result, the
reduction of population densities with its accompanying results,
improvement of the physical and social structure of communities, should
be achieved through development of facilities outside the city. This
possibility will now be considered. The feasibility of developing
satellite towns in connection with urban redevelopment will be discussed.
The Satellite Town
Satellite towns are sub-centers in the metropolitan area. Their
role is neither one of dependency, nor self-sufficiency. While a
majority of its people would be employed in the town itself, the
satellite could not be divorced from the metropolitan region. Its
people would still be largely dependent upon the central city for
providing many of the necessary medical, educational, cultural, and re-
creational facilities.
Satellite towns may be developed either on completely open land or
around the nucleus of an existing town. The major advantage to locating
in open country, is that greater freedom in the planning and development
of the new town may be obtained. However, existing towns already have a
number of basic facilities and services that could form the starting
point for development. Also, the existing labor supply would materially
aid initial construction. Such factors as these Vast be considered in
site selection. But in the end, of course, site selection has to be
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mode in view of special conditions existing in each site under con-
sideration.
One aim of new development should be the establishment of balanced
communities. To have a sound community, a representative cross-section
of the population is desirable, with no groups forming an extremely high
proportion in the community. Diversification should exist in population,
industry, and commerce. lrery effort should be made to obtain a mixture
of economic, social and ethnic groups among new town inhabitants.
Diversification in industry and commerce is important to provide
new towns with a relatively stable economic base. Employment should be
available locally for a majority of the town's labor force. In some
cases it may prove advisable to provide industrial estates to accommodate
incoming industries.
Town development should be planned to permit balanced community
life at any stage of development. Should economic conditions make it
necessary to halt construction for extended periods during the overall
development, it should be possible to do so without negating what has been
achieved up to thet point.
Certain factors, such as the reluctance of central cities to lose
population, the hesitancy to accept satellite development on the part
of towns where such development might be scheduled, and the difficulty
of financing such an underteking, will have to be reckoned with in
advance of any new town program.
Population Reduction in Central Cities
Few town development cn make possible not only the redevelopment
of slum areas in Boston, but also the redevelopment of several areas
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around Boston. Similar problems of over population previously shown to
exist in certain areas of Boston, exist in Cambridge, Chelsea, Bverett,
Revere and Somerville. Like Boston these cities suffer from lack of land.
necessary to permit resettlement of people from redevelopment areas and
make possible a reduction of densities. Satellite development, therefore,
may help to eliminate their excess population and thus aid the redevelop-
ment of all these cities.
Before any sirable population reductions that will permit the re-
development of overpopulated cities can be made, these cities must agree
to the loss of some of their population. Such agreement may be difficult
to obtain.
In most cases, a decrease in population will be accompanied by a
decrease in the tax base of the city. This is a serious matter for the
city. It means thet not only does the city have to appropriate funds to
help redevelop an arep, but it must also expect to lose part of the tax
income formerly derived from that area.
The reduction in the amount of taxable property, however, would be
Tartly made up uy a decrease in the cost of municipelly supplied services
for thet particular arep. Most urban redevelopment will occur in areas
now subject to a great tax deficit, i.e. the taxps collected by the city
from properties in the area fall short of the cost of fire, police,
health, and other services which the city has to supply. Improvements
in health and safety conditions, which can be achieved through clearing
existing slums, can go far towards reducing tax deficit.
Lack of evailrble housing and residential land to accommodate
families displaced from redevelopment project areas can substantially
slow down the process of redevelopment. But time is an important factor.
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The slum trevs will demand en increasing proportion of service costs with
continued deteriorption of dwellings and whole neighborhoods.
Yon-economic reasons may elso have a bearing on reluctance to
approve a population reduction. Loss of popul tion by a city is general.
ly regarded as a sign of wepkness and decay, and a city may react against
such loss of status. A weekening of a city's political position and a
decrease in legislative representation through a large population reduc-
tion are possible, and could further weigh assinet approval of any re-
duction in population.
It is likely that e lerge number of the people from redevelopment
areas could be induced to move out of Boston or the other central cities,
provided proper accommodations and job opportunities can be supplied in
the satellite town. Life in the new town would not only be highly
attractive to these people b.% offering them a city environment with
country amenities, but it would also provide the individual with a high
degree of economic security. Coordination of industrial development with
the settlement process of the new town will provide maximum job opportunity
for the incoming worker. Tor potential new town residents, many of whom
had long suffered under uncertainty about future employment, the vision
of erployment security could be a deciding factor in moving to the new
town.
Locel Agreement to New Town Development
Agreement to satellite town development is further necessary on the
part of the town in which the satellite is to be located.
Since all lend in Massachusetts is incorporpted, any setellite de-
velopment would have to take place within the boundaries of an established
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governmental subdivision. While the stete legisliture could constitutionel-
ly separate a portion of one or more towns, and set it aside for creating
a new town, treditionally boundary changes do not take place without
approval on the pArt of the parties involved. Therefore, whether an
entirely new town is establizhed, or whether satellite development
occurs within an existing town, town agreement to such development is
essential.
The possibility that such agreement might be difficult to obtain
should not be overlooked. In many cses, the people of a town would
prefer to preserve a traditional smail-town atmosphere, rather then ex-
pand into a more developed population center. People may feel that with
expension their socitl structure will be lost and their eutonomy
jeopardized. On the other hand, a segmert of the population would proba-
bly fvvor the town's esauming P more important role in the reglon.
Opposition could well be expected from the group in power in the
town end from some of the town's *important" citizens. To these people
the influx of a large number of people could mean the abrogetion of their
present high stptus in the community. The political composition of the
town could very er sily change. Business men, now powerful because of
their proportionate importance, may lose their position with the develop.
ment of other, and largerbusiness establishments. Many businessmen, how-
ever, can be expected to favor new town development. To them it would
mean en exp'nsion .f businese caused by new merkets brought into the
town. Many real estate operators and land holders could derive direct
benefit from large scale developments. These would also be able to
provide employment for large segments of the existing populations.
Opponents of new development might attempt to make a case by
arguing that large residentiel development would entail greatly in-
creesed municipal costs for services. much of which would initially have
to be borne by the existing population. This argument is highly in-
valid. Provision of any new municipal services could be financed
through bond issues to the repayment of which the new population would
make its proportionpte contribution.
Towns in poor economic condition are most likely to approve new
town development. Such towns would welcome the revitaliation which an
influx of population and industry would bring. However, from the stand-
point of furthering t- surcess of a new town, it would be more desirable
to locate in an economicelly sound community. The conditior of a town
may prove very importrnt since industries and commerce Maty not wish to
locate in a place thvt hae been declining in the pret.
0 0 *
1Senerally, special local conditions will be the final determinants
of local approval or disapproval of new town development in P community.
For the purpose of further discussion, it will be assumed thpt
local opposition can be surmounted, that approval of development can be
obtained. Now the question is, are there practical methods of imple-
menting satellite development?
Direct City Action
Those most immediately involved in a population shift from the
central cities to a satellite town are the central cities themselves.
It is therefore necessary to determine whether Boston, either alone, or
in conjunction with some of the other overpopulpted cities, could under-
take the establishment of a new town to which excess population could be
transferred.
The development of A new town would constitute a tremendous fina-
ciel venture. It has already been pointed out th't central cities may
object to saetellite development because potentirl economic loss is in.
volved. It is, therefore, very unlikely that Boston or the other cities
would be willing to agree to finance the relocption of populattion, loss
of which will cost the city money through P decrease in the amount of
taxable property. Pot only would they not be willing, bumt the cities
would not be able to bear the financial burden which such l1rge-scAle
development wound entail.
Boston and the other centrel cities, therefore, c:nnot be expected
to make any contribution to the development of a satellite town.
State Action for Satellite Development
A state does not lose its responsibilities to a community with the
delegation of powers to that community. It remains the state's duty to
supervise and insure proper local development. In line with this func-
tion, the state of Massachusetts has passed urban redevelopment enabling
legislation, and is considering granting sid to cities to help them meet
their proportionate share of redevelopment costs. It may, therefore, be
considered that aiding cities in the solution of relocation problems that
arise in connection with redevelopment (in this case through new town
development)would likewise fall within the scope of state action.
At this time, state agencies have few powers that could be apnlied
towards new town development. Those that would relate to such develop.-
ment are distributed among a series of individual agencies.
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The Strte Planning Board is in r popition to undertake surveys Pnd
the preperrption of preliminry plans for F satellite development. A
revival of the metropoliten plsrning section of the Board could well be
directed towards this purpose. Preliminery planning work would include
study of sources of population for new towns, survey of' potential sites
in the metropoliten area, Pnd determiirstion of the desirnble economic
structure of the new town. The Masaschusetts Development Prd Industrial
Commission could Fid in the lhtter phtee of the work. It would also be
in t position to rid the establishment of industries in the setellite
when the town is repdy to receive them.
The Stpte Housing Boerd would be ir F position to carry out certein
phpses of the development program. The Housing Boqrd controls both urban
redevelopment rnd public housing in the strte. 7nrbling legisletion
permits it to construct housing directly rnyhere in the stpte*, although
this power hrs never been spplied. The Board has no -1u.thority for
direct urbrn redevelopment or developoment.
W7hile the State Housing Boprd only supervisee receipt of fpderal
housing funds by localities, it cen ellocrte funds to municipalities for
the corstruction of veterens' housing. It cen rensonrbly be eyrcted
that strte finds would be inde avFilnble for veterens' houring within e
eptellite town.
The above powers Pro comnletely inedequete to make the development
of a. new town possible. Exterisive special legi-Intion would be re-uired
to fill the gpps in the powers presrtly availfble. New legislation
would have to provide for the esteblishment of P specipl develorment
egency. or exprnsion of the scope of operrtions of existing redevelopment
* Messachuetts (General Laws, Chppter 121, Section 24. See Appendix C, 1.
agencies (i.e. housing authorities) to permit well coordinated develop-
ment of P setellite town. While housing authorities now ee" assemble
land for redevelopment projects, land tssembly will heve to be authorized
on r broader scrAe than is involved in land acquisition for housing or
slum clearance purposes only.
To make the development of a new town fensible, the state would
heve to authorize funds to cover losses bound to ensue from the creption
of r new town. It is not possible here to e-stimite potentitl losses,
most of which will be due to ;rovision, within a rel'tively short time,
of entirely new street, water and Bewerage systems, Pnd development of
extensive community facilities. However, there is little question but
that such losses would mount up substantially. To some extent, losses
could be reduced if the developing avency acquires all lan~d in the new
community and then sells or le.rses it t- private developers at a sub.-
stential profit.
Is it likely that the stete would permit land speculation, rnd even
construction cf ,ommercial c.nd industrial properxty for 1ease, by a
developing a&gency? And if not, is it likely that the stte would appro-
priete enoiugh funds to cover any losses?
The anwer to brth questlanns is no. The concept of government
otunership of land for non-public uses is still for from being accepted
in this country.* It would be practically im-possible for the legisla-
ture to provide for government ownership of ltnd, in view of its direct
clash with private enterprise. Large-scale governmentel,commercial and
industritl developmert would be crisidered tn even more flagrafnt
* The Greenbelt towns, Obk Ridge, and other federplly developed towns
constitute special instances of government ownership and construction
of communitles.
violation of private enterprise rights.
State appropriation of lirrge funds to cover losses incurred in town
development could likewise not be expected. Such an appropriation would
mean the expenditure of a tremendous sum of money for a special purpose
and a special group in one special locality. Politically such action
would be completely unacceptable. It can hardly be expected that re-
presentatives from all over the state would be willing to spend their
constituents' tax contributions for such a localized project.
Federal Aid to Satellite Development
The Rousing Act of 1949 establishes the realization *of a decent
home and a suitable living environment for every American family" as the
national housing goal. To implement this goal, two closely related goals
are established: (1) housing production and related community development
sufficient to remedy the serious housing shortage, and (2) the elimina-
tion of substandard and other inadequate housing through the cleprance
of slums and blighted areas.*
The creation of new towns for the purpose of reducing excess popula-
tion in cities, so as to permit them to engage in urban redevelopment,
would certainly fall within these goals. The primary purpose of this Act,
however, is the elimination of slums and the construction of public
housing. The tools for implemerting the goals provided in Title I of the
Act are, therefore, restricted to use in conjunction with redevelopment
and development of slums and blighted areas.
While new town development would indirectly aid redevelopment in
* U. S. Congress, 81st, 1st Session, Housing Act of 1949.
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many phases, the only direct tie would be the resettlement of families
from redevelopment Pregs.
Tederal aid could, therefore, fill only some of the gaps in aid
and legislation needed to make new town development possible. Specifical-
ly, loan funds under Title I would be available "for the assembly,
preparation, and sale and lease of land.0s Further loans (short term)
can be obtained "for the provision of public buildings and facilities
necessary to serve or support the new uses of land.## Aid can also be
received for the preparation of surveys and plans in connection with the
development of lend earmarked for settling displacees from central re-
development areas.**
Under Title III of the 1949 Housing Act, help in construction and
operation of low-rent public housing can be received. This housing
would not have to be restricted to families from central slum-clearance
projects, but would be open to those who meet income limitation clauses.
While allocation of funds for redpvelopment and for low-rent public
housing is usually made on the basis of need within an existing community,
a new town would be eligible for receipt of funds. The major factor would
be the establishment of need on a metropolitan basis, with calculations
of potential need in the new town. In Sec. 101 (b) the Housing Act
specifies that operation of public agencies "on a State, or regional
(within a State), or unified metropolitan basis# be encouraged. The new
town development agency (be it organized on a local, metropolitan or
state level) should therefore have little difficulty in obtaining federal
development and hamsing funds.
* ibid., Sec. 102 (a).
# TIT., Sec. 102 (b).
*0 TbiT., Sec. 102 (d).
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It is important to note that equivalent elimination of slum
dwellings in central cities can be carried out in conjunction with the
construction in a new town, of low-rent publie housing for families re-
located from redevelopment areas. The Housing Act clearly states that
equivalent elimination does not necessarily have to be carried out on
the basis of low-rent housing being constructed within the same locality.
The two factors en be balanced out on a metropolitan basis.* Cooperative
agreements between the municipality and the local housing authority
still do not carry such a provision, but it is believed that conformance
with federal law could easily be obtained.
The possibility of equivalent elimination of slum dwellings on a
metropolitan basis is particularly important because elimination is re-
quired with the construction of low-rent public housing. Were it not
possible to spread elimination over the metropolitan area, public housing
could not be constructed in a new town since there are no slum dwellings
to eliminate within the town.
No direct aid for the development of a new town, other than that
outlined, can be immediately expected from the Federal Government. As
previously mentioned, local development is primarily a problem of state
concern and jurisdiction, and it is unlikely that Congress would be
willing to pass new town legislation, similar to that of Great Britain,
which would encroach further on state prerogatives.
* Mousing Act of 1949, Sec. 307 (2)(d). See Appendix C, 2.
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Feesibility and Desirability of New Town Development
The creation of new setellite towns could aid the redevelopment of
central cities by draining population out of areas scheduled for redevelop.-
ment. However, the discussion in this chapter points that such develop.
ment cannot be expected in the neer future.
While some of the individual obstacles to new town development may
be eliminated, the overall problem of obtaining funds to finance the
development cannot be resolved. Neither municipal, state nor federal
money is eveilFble to undertake such a tremendous project. Private
capital would not be in a position to underwrite such a venture. Like-.
wise, legislative authorization of expenditures for the establishment of
a complete new town is considered unlikely for meny years to come.
Rowever, even if development of a new town were economically feasible
at this time, it would be undesirtble to undertake such a project. Develop-
ment would., by necessity, have to be closely coordineted with urban re-
development in Boston and the other overpopulated cities. The population
for the new town would, therefore, stem lprgely from slum clearance areps
in these cities. A town cherneterized by a completely homogeneous
population is economically and socielly unsound and should be avoided.
It is therefore concluded that the development of a new town in the
Boston metropolitan Prea would be both unfessible and undesirable at
this time.
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SUMMA RT STAT MENT
The central problem of this thesis has been - Can redevelopment
reduce population densities? By an analysis of existing and desirable
population densities and the study of the means of housing excess
population, the author concludes that through redevelopment a decrease in
the density of presently overcrowded areas in Boston can be achieved.
Redevelopment presents Boston with the opportunity of changing the
chsracter of its centrel, overpopulated arecis. The change should be
accompanied by c, reduction in residential densities and the development
of neighborhoods with dwellings that make for optimum family and con-
munity life.
Reduction of residfential densities would entail P displacement of
close to 100,000 persons from Boston's central areas. Due to the lack of
available land, these people can not be rehoused in existing residiential
areas in Boston.
Two methods that might make resettlement of the excess populrtion
possible were studied -- lend reclomrtion and srtellite town development.
The first method involved the fillinr of Dorches'ter Bay to create new
residential land. This undertaking is considered economically feasible.
It could solve the problem of reducing the number of people in high-density
areas by rehousing them within Boston and would constitute an economic
gain for the city. The second method, the development of satellite towns
intended to drain excess populxtion from Boston and other central cities
in need of redevelopment, was found economically not feasible and social.-
ly undesirable Ct this time.
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APPENDIX
Community
Back Bay
Brighton
Charlestown
Dorchester N.
Dorchei -er S.
Zast Boqton
Ryde Pa-rk
Jamrice Plain
North End
Roslindale
Roxbury
South Boston
South End
West Ind
West Roxbury
TOTAL
mlti local general rail- unres-
family family family business business industry road tricted parks public
76.4
276.5
33.0
3148.9
413.2
55.9
317.7
464.2
1.4
375.5
190.8
65.2
8.0
28.3
511.5
3167.1
1.8
376.6
23.8
342.2
390.9
85.6
44o.6
197.2
.1
325.5
180.7
65.6
1.7
.9
179.3
2613.3
124.4
221.1
59.1
515.5
314.2
138.3
48.6
151.7
19.8
89.6
363.7
127.3
132.4
43.5
8.9
2358.8
44.8
90.4
9.7
121.3
52.1
59.2
33.0
44.2
10.8
39.9
98.2
56.7
53.9
19.5
22.9
758.3
78.2
41. 8
38.8
12.8
51.6
91.4
36.1
5.1
124.3
2.1
67.8
13.6
159.4
28.7
14.3
30.9
283.1
386.8
108.0
67.6
237.5
150.0
33.0
30.3
8.0
121.6
542.7
141-7
27.4
14.1
68.o
46.8
82.5
64.8
61.1
113.7
104.2
28.8
io. 6
148.9
221.9
8.6
31.0
- 186.5
475.6
- 35.5
.0 92.3
- 268.0
-1 20.5
-
583.4
250.7
-- 6.4
- 699.6
1.7 107.9
- 270.8
-- 
83.2
- 18.1
- 159.3
134.1
209.2
38.1
196.6
361.5
552.1
136.3
86.9
18.4
680 .7
211.4
84. 2
65.8
44.6
473.4
b)
64
765.7 2189.5 991.2 2.4 3258.6 3293.9
All figures in Acres.
Spurce: Boston City Planning Board, 1935.
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APPNDIX B
DORCHESTER BAY PLAN
(Technical date and costs.)
Hydraulic Fill
1. Surface has to be brought to 18' Pbove mean low water:
Total surface area of fill................... .5,602,000 sq.yds.
Low mean water to 18' above .................. 6 yds.
Volume of hydraulic fill..................... 33,612,000 cu.yd.s.
2. To fill from sea bottom
quited: (soundings from
to mean low water the following fill is re-
U.S.C.G.S. map number 246, March 27, 1950.)
Depth from
mean low
1'
2'
3'
41
5'
6'
7'
8'
9t
Surface area in
squre yards
793,000
455,000
471,000
970,000
556,000
250,000
235,500
344,500
245,000
Total volume of fill .............................
Volume of fill
in cubic yards
262,000
305,000
471,000
1,288,000
927,000
500,000
548,000
917,000
735,000
5,953,000
3. Total amount of hydraulic fill necessary to bring level of fill to
1g1 above mean low water ....................... 39,565,000 cu.yds.
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4. Hydraulic fill has to stand 3 to 6 months. Duringo this time it will
settle sbout 2'. The fill will dry do-n to the meen high water line
(approximately 9.31 to 9.7' above meon low.) Fill consists primarily
of si~t clay, r-nd dries to an extremely solid cruast, 7 :hich will
amount to approximately 61.
5. Coft of hydreilic fill in a 1rge-scnie operrtion such as this is
$.?l per cubic yard.
Borrow Fill
1. A 2' cover of ordinary borrow has to be laid on top of hydraulic
fill after it dries. Borrow hps to be trucked in for distrnces above
20 miles.
2. Total volume of borrow: depth of fill (2') x surface area of fill
(5,602,ooo sq.yds.)............................. 3,753,340 cu.yde.
3. After borrow is in place, construction can sttrt.
4. Borrow costs $1.50 per cubic yerd.
Retaining WFll
1. A retaining wrll is required elong the l,000' of shoreline of the
new site.
2. Wood bulkhead is cheapest et $60. per running foot. Lifespan of such
a seewell is only around 20 years, et which time it would have to be
rebuilt. Use not recommended.
3. Steel bulkheads are approximately $75. per running foot. Life span
is also short, and use is not recommended.
4. Masonry on pile is almost permanent. wood piles are driven in, and a
wood platform is constructed Pt mean low water level. The wood will
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not rot so long Ps it is nivys under water. An 18' higi masonry wall
is built on top of the pi-ttform -- 9' thick Pt the base, 3' at top.
Cost -- $150. r runnig foot. Uge of this type retining wall is
proposed.
Cost of Primary Development
ost item hydreulic borrow ret-inlng 0TAL
fill fill well
Amount of 39,565,000 3,753,340 14,000
item cu.yde,. Cu.yd.s. feet
Per unit $0.?l per $1.50 per t150 per
cost cu.yd. cu.yd. runn.foot
Total cost $8,308,650 $5,630,010 $2,100,000 $16,038,660
Cost per
squre foot
of surface-
50,409,000 $0.164 $0.112 $0.042 $0-318
Cost per
acre of
surf-ce -
1,157.2 A. $7,200.00 $4,900.00 $1,820.00 $13,920.00
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Appendix C
1. Powers of State Housing Board: "The housing board may, with the con-
sent of the governor and council, take by eminent domain or purchase on
behalf of and in the name of the commonwealth tracts of land for the
purpose of relieving congestion of population and providing homesteads
or small houses or plots of ground for mechanics, lpborers, wage earners
of any kind, or others, citizens of the commonwealth and may hold,
improve, subdivide, build upon, sell, repurchase, manpge and care for
such land and the buildings construicted thereon, in accordance with
such terms and conditions as it may determine." -- Massachusetts General
Laws, Chapter 121, Sect. 24.
2. 1quivalent elimination of slum dwellings: "The Authority shpll not
make any contret for loans or for annual contributions or for federal
grants persuant to this Act with respect to any low-rent housing project
initiated after March 1, 1949, unless the governing body of the locality
involved has entered into an agreement with the public housing agency
providing that, subsequent to the initiation of the low-rent housing
project ard within five years of the completion thereof, there has been
or will be elimination...of unsafe or insenitpry dwelling units situated
in the locality or metropolitan area substantially equal in number of
newly constructed dwelling units provided by such project.* .. Housing
Act of 1949, Sec. 307 (2)(d).
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